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Fiduciary good
faith (best
interests)
L8p2
(duties of loyalty
and good faith)

s181(1)a
Best interests refers to interests of
shareholders as a collective group
Test is for financial benefit
Onus lies on persons alleging

Areas of special interest

Owed By

s187 (L8p4) — best interests of a
subsidiary, authorised by holding
company

Nominee directors must act in
interests of company
Best interests of subsidiary

Defences

Directors
and officers

Collateral / derivative benefits
for related body corporate

Remedies

General law:
Damages

s189 (L9p9) — reliance on
information / expert advice (after
independent assessment)

Rescission

s190 (L9p10) — actions of
delegate

Injunction

Constructive trust
Account of profit
For company:
Statutory compensation order
Injunction
ASIC (civil):

Fiduciary
proper
purpose
L8p5
(duties of loyalty
and good faith)
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s181(b)
Objective — purpose for which power
granted
Subjective — purpose motivating use
of power
Onus lies on party alleging

Mixed purpose — apply but
for test

Management banning order

Collateral purpose — often
personal interests

Statutory compensation order

Indirect breach — failure to
take preventative steps
Share issue to maintain
control, defeat takeover bid,
destroy voting power

Pecuniary

Same as
above

DPP (if criminal): s184
Same as above

Fine or jail
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PROMOTERS AND PRE-INCORPORATION CONTRACTS

- Promoter — Undertakes to form company (takes necessary steps)
TwyCross v Grant — defi nes a general concept of a promoter “one who undertakes to form a
company with reference to a given project and to set it going, and who takes the necessary steps to
accomplish that purpose”

- Active promoter — actively undertakes formation of a company. Incorporation may
include registering, paying rego fees, preparing constitution, appointing directors and
shareholders, raising capital, negotiating prelim agreements, etc

- Solicitors and accountants who do no more than carry out promoter’s instructions are
NOT promoters

- Where a company becomes a promoter due to an officer’s activities, that officer does
NOT become a promoter because they don’t stand to personally gain

- Officer who represents the directing mind and will of the promoter company may be
regarded a promoter
Aequitas v AEFC

- Passive promoter — takes no active part in formation and raising share capital, but
leaves to others on understand they will make a profit
Tracy v Mandalay Pty Ltd — company purchased land on which it intended to build a block of fl ats
and then sold this at a profi t to Mandalay. Flats were never built and Mandalay brought action
against the vendor and promoters of the company that initially purchased. HELD that various
shareholders of the company took part and were promoters — some were actively involved,
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others took no active part but still stood to profit (allowed others to act on their behalf). Even
those who only stood to recover their original contributions after commencing litigation were held
to be promoters.

PROMOTER ’ S OBLIGATIONS ( FIDUCIARY DUTIES )

Relationship of trusts and duty to:

- Act in company’s best interests
- Avoid conflicts of interest (e.g personal interests)
- Not make a secret profit (not disclosed nor with consent)
- Disclosure to an independent board of directors
lasts for entire period during which they are a promoter

- May continue to be so even after appointment of a board if the directors are passive
and act in the interests of the promoters
Twycross v Grant

PROMOTER ’ S

DUTY OF DISCLOSURE

- Promoter must ensure full disclosure of their interest in any contract entered into by
company to the company they are promoting (includes secret profits)

- i.e. disclosure to independent board of directors OR shareholders
- Insufficient to merely disclose to directors who are also involved in the venture
Erlanger v New Sombrero — Syndicate purchased an island it hoped would contain valuable
materials. Company formed for the purpose of purchasing from the syndicate (directors appointed
by syndicate).

- Syndicate had not indicated they had an interest in the contract — directors simply endorsed it.
Island was found to be considerably less than thought.

- If promoters have an interest in the contract they must disclose to an independent board of
directors.
HELD company could rescind the contract as the promoters made a profit to the detriment of the
company without disclosing to an independent board which could make a reasoned judgement on
the transaction
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UNDISCLOSED PROFITS

/ SECRET INTEREST

Gluckstein v Barnes — a syndicate was formed to buy a property from a liquidator. The mortgagee
offered a discount on the mortgage of £20,000, after which the property was purchased for
£140,000 (essentially they only paid £120). A company was formed which they are appointed
directors to buy the property for £180,000. To fund the purchase, the public bought shares but only
the £40k was disclosed as profi t whilst the promoters had secretly made an extra £20k profi t
“Secretly, and therefore dishonestly, they put into their own pockets the difference between the real
and the pretended price.”
HELD company was entitled to account of profit

- In Salomon case, there was no independent board of directors (Salomon and his kids),
so the liquidator could have sued for the secret profit in the excess that the company
paid over the true value of the business (inflated price)

- which would have added funds for the unsecured creditors
- but this issue was never raised in the case
PROSPECTUS

/ FUNDRAISING DISCLOSURE

- Companies that seek to raise funds by offer of shares or securities must provide a
disclosure document (see lecture 5, disclosure)

- Promoter’s interests in prospectus must be disclosed ch6D
- Interests of promoters need to be disclosed (contracts etc) in the prospectus
REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF DUTY OF DISCLOSURE

Available to the company not its shareholders

- Rescission
- Right to rescind is lost under contract law rules
- (reasonably promptly after becoming aware, ratifying actions, not possible to restore
positions, or acquired third party interest, etc)

- Recovery of profit
In Gluckstein they kept the land and recovered the profit (no rescission)

- Damages (if misrep is fraudulent rather than innocent)
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